LINDSEY CARMICHAEL
Scientist, Children’s Author, Speaker

A Walk in the Woods with L.E. Carmichael
May 07 | 1 PM

BIO:
At some point, every kid starts asking “Why?” Lindsey Carmichael never stopped. As a PhD candidate, she uncovered new reasons why arctic foxes are the coolest; as a forensic scientist, she found out why bears sometimes get away with murder. As a writer, she follows her sense of wonder to the “whys” of subjects as diverse as nature, the environment, medicine, and technology.

The award-winning author of more than 20 STEM books for children and young adults, Lindsey writes to spark her readers’ curiosity and ignite their imaginations. Packed with “oh wow!” and “I never knew that!”, her books reveal the process of discovery and the stories behind the science. A popular speaker, Lindsey’s school visits encourage inquiry and kindle a love of life-long learning.

Publishing under the name L. E. Carmichael, Lindsey loves beaches, platypuses, and all things fantasy. She’s fascinated by the moment when facts reveal truth.

PRESENTATION:
There are eight types of forest in Canada, but the boreal is the biggest and the coolest. … after all, it’s cold up there! In this interactive program, kids will imagine and draw, brainstorm and share, all while encountering amazing facts about boreal plants and animals. Opportunities for further learning – like participating in The Million Tree Project! - are included, as is a live Q&A.

Suggested materials: paper and pencils, crayons, or markers
Best for: Grades 3-6

REGISTER FOR THIS EVENT:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/151749558013

Learn more about the Million Tree Project here.